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How do modern states govern public security goods? Security state authority has multiple

sources and ideal-typical forms: while traditional ‘positive’ security authority (PSS) generates and

monopolizes state capacity to produce and own collective tools of force, security authority also

emerges from regulation (RSS), when states incentivize and indirectly steer the provision of

collective security goods by rule-making, even while the goods are produced or owned by other

actors. Contemporary security state authority is based on both traditional and regulatory

foundations, relying on both capacity to generate public goods owned by the state and the regulation

of  the security domain.

This special issue asks: to what degree is the European Union (EU) a security state with

regulatory power? My contribution extends this question to the domain of traditional defense

markets. I identify the history of the EU’s attempts to regulate arms production, tracing the EU as

an increasingly robust market rule-maker over the means of force. I then evaluate whether EU

rule-making efforts effectively influence the behavior of rule-takers (i.e. defense firms). The shadow

of regulatory governance may be less directly visible than a traditional defense authority, but its

brokering power should be observable in the behavior of market actors. A test of whether the EU

has regulatory defense power is the degree to which European defense firms recognize and navigate

it, particularly when taking into account firm investment strategies and expectations of future risk

and competitiveness. Overall, I propose that the EU’s infrastructural power as a rule-making
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Regulatory Security State (RSS) is evident in how it shapes the behavior and interests of a key set of

rule-takers--defense firms operating in European defense markets.

This paper makes three contributions within the special issue and beyond. First, it identifies

and fills a gap linking the regulation and governance literature to the domain of traditional defense

capabilities. I theorize a defense governance spectrum of RSS and PSS authority rather than a binary

category, and then locate the EU within that spectrum. I locate the EU as an ideal-typical RSS, but

with nascent PSS authority: initiatives such as the European Defence Fund (EDF) give it a modest

but direct material power over defense research and capabilities. On the other hand, ideal-typical PSS

states also rely heavily on regulatory authority to govern defense markets. Indeed, the RSS

framework explains outcomes in even the hardest-case defense PSS--the United States. This insight

expands the relevance of the RSS special issue framework, even if it initially appears in tension with

it. While the special issue frames regulation and capacity as two ideal types of governance, reflected

in the RSS vs PSS ideal types, my contribution emphasizes the inherent link between regulation and

capacity--in that regulation, not just material extraction, generates capacity--and illustrates the

authority foundations of modern security states as a spectrum of regulatory to traditional authority.

Even ideal typical PSS states outsource defense to private actors, lease instead of own defense

equipment, and source services from the private sector (Franck & Melese, 2008).

My second and third contributions are specific to expanding and testing the special issue

RSS framework. To evaluate the emergence and consolidation of an EU defense RSS, I trace the

political development of the EU as a rule-maker in defense markets, proposing that EU defense

regulation has shaped national and European defense markets independently of member state

spending or capabilities.. Second, I go beyond tracing EU rule-making and evaluate the responses of
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‘rule-takers’ (i.e. defense firms) in navigating EU defense market regulation. I identify shifting

preferences for EU- over national-levels of governance and changes in defense firm behavior over

time. Taken together, my findings suggest that firms have responded to EU regulation with

decreased perceptions of future market risk. I introduce a novel indicator of firm behavior,

specifically over risk perception: firm self-funding of technology from their own profits, called

“internal R&D” (IR&D) (Bönte, 2003). IR&D investments have emerged and varied commensurate

with EU regulatory authority, suggesting a response to EU rule-making by rule-taking firms. I

hypothesize that European defense firms accept increasing enterprise risk in exchange for a

(perceived) lower future market risk due to EU regulation. The EU may buy little defense

equipment, but its regulatory authority assures firms of  their future competitiveness inside Europe.

Rule-making and Rule-taking in Defense Markets

Defense markets are governed by the regulatory authority of their home states. States

regulate defense arms export rules, procurement, research and innovation, intellectual property, firm

ownership, and technology transfer law and policy. Defense markets are distinct from commercial

markets because of the dependence of firms on their home state as primary customer (Bialos et al.,

2009). Defense firms have low profit margin expectations in comparison to commercial firms, but

they have high expectations of recouping profits over time due to their interdependence with home

state customers (Rogerson, 1989). Future assurances, however, are not (only) in the form of future

sales guarantees: robust regulation is also a means of risk management, altering firm behavior with

assurances of future market boundaries or general demand (Marti Sempere 2017). Defense firms
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accept the tradeoff of lower profit and heavy regulation for regulatory assurances of demand

continuity or market supply, in the form of competition policy or protectionism (Mandelbaum &

Lindblom, 1978).

Defense firm incentives, therefore, closely track home market regulatory governance. The

cost risks of developing weapons platforms are high, given narrow profit margins, small production

runs, and long lead times   (Sandler & Hartley, 1995, p. 194). Weapons manufacturers depend on clear

regulation over who, what, and how much to invest in future technologies (Smit et al, 1998). Close

coordination allows firm investments to align with state security strategy, benefit from state-funded

research and development (R&D), and profit from civilian market spin-offs in technology transfer

(Weiss, 2014). Defense firms are generally “hesitant to reinvest their own capital in R&D [and] await

demand signals from governments” in order to reduce their own long term “uncertainty regarding

both budget and operational requirements”(CSIS, 2012). Firms only invest in technology out of their

own profits when their risk analysis indicates recouping expenditures in future sales. Robust state

regulation over defense markets assures firms that initial self-funding risks will pay off over time, due

to the active governance of  market boundaries and weapons system life cycles.

Market regulators provide structural coordination between firms and the state to sustain

arms production by managing firm risk over the future (Mazzucato, 2016). The US case is illustrative

here, for the purpose of theory-building: in addition to being a weapons customer, the US Defense

Department is also a market regulator. US firms respond not just to the state as a major customer,

but also as the regulatory entity shaping defense market access and boundaries. The US was not

always a robust defense regulator; its regulatory authority has developed at key junctures, such as the

1949 creation of the Defense Department (Stuart, 2009); the 1986 Goldwater Nichols Act
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centralizing defense acquisition processes and life-cycles (Locher, 2004); and the 1998 “Buy

America” Act forbidding non-US firms as prime defense contractors and erecting regulatory barriers

to the foreign direct investment of  foreign defense firms in the US.

The regulatory power of the US shaped defense market outcomes as much as its direct

material power. For example, in 1993, during defense spending downturns (and a 70% arms export

decline) the Defense Department incentivized the consolidation of the American arms industry

(Dowdy, 1997). In response, firms merged and partnered with other companies in joint procurement

bids in order to offset domestic sales losses with increased revenue from international sales. The

Defense Department also restructured the boundaries of defense markets by (partially) integrating

them into civilian markets through the use of technology transfer and regulating commercial

technology (Deutch, 2001). Government regulations also insulated firms from international

pressures through dual-use production, export controls, and rules against foreign ownership or

competition (Hartley, 2007).

Firm behavior is tied to changes in market regulation. The US is an ideal-typical PSS with its

massive defense expenditures, but its regulatory behavior independently shapes defense markets. US

firms began investing in IR&D over the 20th century, with firm behavior responding to the critical

junctures in defense regulatory power, accelerating after 1980s regulatory reforms (author, 2019).

Indeed, US defense firms’ IR&D patterns do not correlate with PSS power (defense spending), and

indeed even rise during spending downturns. Instead, US firms are assured by US defense regulation

to self-fund, because regulation links current firm risk-taking to future profit-making. One example

is the 2014 Better Buying Power initiative explicitly designed to overcome defense austerity measures by

encouraging defense industry IR&D funding (Weisgerber, 2014), which identified “a list of emerging
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risks to help the industry make strategic investments” (Hoffman, 2013). Better Buying Power provided

no immediate material incentives to defense contractors and no guarantee of future sales (Hoffman,

2013). Within a month of the initiative launch, however, US firms responded by increasing IR&D

funding, with even smaller contractors investing over 20 percent of their profits, based on signaling

of  larger, more stable future markets (Fryer-Biggs, 2013).

Firm expectations of future profit are assured by robust regulation of market boundaries and

acquisition life-cycles. Firms are willing to reduce current profit for the sake of future profit when

they are assured by active regulatory authority linking defense markets--including research,

acquisition, and services—over time (Crow 1988). Regulatory governance shifts risk from the private

to the public sector, and allows firms to hold stable expectations over time about their relative risk

profile within their home defense markets, including expectations of future profit, competitiveness,

and stability. Regulatory authority is therefore also a source of defense capacity, independent from

material sources such as defense spending and direct procurement. This phenomena is also evident

in the EU, where Brussels increasingly uses regulatory power to shape European markets. On a

spectrum of PSS-RSS authority, the EU has little traditional political authority to manage the defense

acquisition life cycle at the European level, but increasing regulatory power to monitor the content

and boundaries of the EU defense market, in that its boundaries shape who can participate in

European defense markets, and what defense markets are. In the next section, I trace these

developments, and in the last part of the paper, I show how firms have responded and adapted to

EU regulatory authority in defense.
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Rule-Making in the EU Defense Sector

In this section, I trace the emergence of EU defense governance. Within the PSS-RSS

authority spectrum, the EU has some nascent PSS authority, with a minimal but increasing material

authority over defense research spending and capabilities procurement. Incremental developments in

EU material defense authority include the 2004 European Defence Agency (EDA), the 2007-2014

FP7 Research Programme, the 2014-2021 Horizon 2020 Programme, and the 2017 EDF and

Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO). The EDA was founded to better coordinate member

state defense capabilities, and created modest pilot procurement projects over key capability gaps

(Macchiarini Crosson, 2021). The Commission has also funded over €2B in dual-use (military and

civilian) security research since 2004, via the ‘Preparatory Action on Security Research’ (EC, 2004),

the Sixth (FP6) (EC, 2007) and Seventh Framework Research Programmes (FP7) (EC, 2011), and

the Horizon 2020 programme (EC, 2011). 2017 marked a leap in EU PSS authority, with the EDF

(2021-2027) (EEAS, 2018), PESCO, the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF), the European

Defence Industrial Development Programme, and the European Peace Fund (EPF) (€5 billion)

(Council of  the EU, 2018).

While the EU has some nascent PSS elements, it does not control the strategy and budgets

of its sovereign member states. The EU has become, however, a significant regulator of security and

defense markets. EU efforts to regulate national defense markets accelerated in the mid-2000s,

resulting in the 2004 EDA, 2009 Lisbon Treaty, and 2017 PESCO and EDF. The latter formalized

the authority of the European Commission (EC) over brokering and regulating EU strategic

capability projects. There are two mechanisms through which the EU regulates: via positive and
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negative integration (Sharpf, 1998). Whereas negative integration breaks down and de-regulates

existing national market boundaries, positive integration re-creates rules, at a new (continent-wide)

level. EU negative defense integration incentivizes cross border industry activity, harmonizes internal

market and taxation rules, and redefines industry boundaries. EU positive defense regulation creates

new European level-rules, monitors member states defense spending, incentivizes European-level

procurement demand, and regulates boundaries around European defense markets, particularly by

limiting the participation of  third country firms in European projects.

Early EC attempts to regulate defense markets started in the 1990s. A 1995 working group

on European Armaments Policy (POLARM) identified “specific measures within the EU’s

jurisdiction” (Rutten, 1999) to bypass Article 296 of the 1992 Maastricht Treaty, which enshrined

national defense market protectionism and a defense exception from EU Common Market

regulation (Schmitt, 2003). A 1996 EC report proposed removing national barriers in defense

markets, including: anti-monopoly industry action; harmonizing public-private ownership structures,

arms export policies, and national defense equipment requirements; alter the regulatory barriers

between civilian and military procurement markets and industries, in particular the “spin-off ” of

where defense technologies can be used in civilian markets and “spin-in” processes where high tech

civilian technologies are available for military purposes (EC, 1996). These measures reflected EC

attempts to bypass Art. 296 to govern defense markets (Marrone & Nones, 2020). The Commission

eventually found a regulatory opening in the gray area of dual-use technology, allowing the “defence

sector [to] participate in the Community programs'' (EC, 1996, p. 20). In 1997, the Commission

identified dual-use defense markets as “a major means of production and essential to foreign and
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security policy. Any action by the EU has to take this dual nature into account, if necessary by

adapting the resources within the Community’s jurisdiction” (EC, 1997).

The EC’s entrepreneurial efforts expanded EU market authority from civilian to dual-use

security regulation by the mid-2000s (Edler & James, 2015). The Commission was able to bypass

Art. 296 by regulating dual-use and security products produced by the European defense industrial

base. Its 2004 Green Paper on defense procurement proposed a common defense export control

regime and defense equipment policy (Aviation Week & Space Technology, 2003). The EDA launched a

“code of conduct” promoting more transparent cross-border defense procurement, and tightened

guidelines on special exemptions from EU rules on competitive bidding (EDA, 2020). The

Commission’s efforts effectively blurred procurement and market boundaries for civilian security

and military defense industries and markets (Schilde, 2017).

EU regulatory authority expanded with the creation of the EDA in 2004. The EDA was

tasked to coordinate capabilities, create joint investment solutions to capability shortfalls (such as

heavy lift equipment and helicopters) towards the goal of EU strategic autonomy, and integrate the

European defense industrial base by supporting technology and markets at the boundary of civilian

and military applications, including civilian crisis management solutions such as UAVs, WMD

defense, and software-defined radio. EDA regulatory authority attempted to break down old rules

and build up new requirements, such as the 2017 Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD),

giving the EDA authority to review states’ defense data to identify areas of joint capability

development (EDA, 2020). According to an EDA official, regulatory authority directly shaped

defense markets, even with little formal capacity: “The defence industry wants [higher budgets] but

that would mean we would just pay them to plan for future [research]. When our budget is just €6
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million, [...] companies who want a piece of the pie in the future have to help us with their own

resources, and they have to absorb the planning risks for the eventual EU market on their own,

which makes them more invested in the long-term project, [with us signaling] what direction to lead

the EU’s defence technology and investment” (Schilde, 2017).

EU regulatory authority also defines an external boundary around the EU defense market by

disincentivizing or blocking third parties from participating in EU defense initiatives. The EC

proposed as early as 1996 that US defense firm access to European procurement markets should be

closed until the US agreed to reciprocal market access for European firms (EC, 1996). The

Commission also linked negative integration (harmonization of rules) to positive integration

(boundaries around EU defense markets) in a report strategizing that harmonizing defense import

duties could also function as non-tariff barriers to trade and have the effect of limiting the imports

of US weapons to Europe, necessary because “…the survival of an independent industrial and

technological base in Europe is now being put into question. The state of our armament industries is

such that if nothing is done, there is a real danger that within five years or so they will fall under

technological and financial sway of US masters – or undergo a process of national retrenchment”

(Tigner, 1996).

The EDF has further incentivized positive integration in European defense. There are

ongoing attempts to create new EU-level policies on key issues such as a common arms export

policy (Béraud-Sudreau, 2019). In addition to coordinating EU member state defense capabilities, its

regulatory guidance determines who can access EDF funds. Its purpose was to bound member state

recipients of funds to “the importance of European preference, [...] fostering true autonomy for the

European defense industrial and technological base, [where] the recipients and subcontractors
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participating in an action with financial support from the Fund are established in the European

Union [...] and are not controlled by a non-associated third State or non-associated third-State entity

and, [...] that the infrastructure, installations, goods and resources of those recipients and

subcontractors are located on the territory of a Member State [...] as well as their executive

management structures” (French Senate, 2020). French officials, in particular, have been actively

promoting the criteria of “effective control,” aiming to exclude extra-European companies from

being able to take advantage of  European funds (Ibid).

The PESCO program launched in 2017 also incentivized positive regulatory integration.

PESCO attempts to increase European strategic autonomy and resolving capability gaps by bringing

member states together in small joint capability based military projects in land, sea, air, space and

cyberspace, ranging from drone defense through maritime surveillance to intelligence training

(EEAS, 2018). PESCO was originally written with quite explicit language supporting only EU firms.

A major debate has brewed over whether to let “third countries” participate in PESCO, which

include the US and non-EU European states such as the UK and Norway (Brzozowski, 2019). Some

member states (and a few firms) are eager to have US firms and weapons platforms enhance EU

strategic autonomy, with other states (and most firms) concerned about US firm competitiveness

and dominance in projects, and whether any EDF funding would support non-EU firms. After US

complaints of protectionism and two years of EU-US negotiations, the EU Council determined

that—under limited circumstances and with Commission review and oversight—“third parties could

exceptionally be invited to participate in individual PESCO projects” (Council, 2020, p. 21). Foreign

firms could only join PESCO projects if they have a corporate presence inside the EU, provide

“substantial added value” in the form of technical or operational expertise, adhere to “the values on
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which the EU is founded,” do not create “dependencies on a third state,” have agreed to a “security

of information agreement” and an “administrative arrangement,” and would not keep any

intellectual property from the venture (Council, 2020). Additionally, only third-party states, not third

party firms, may join PESCO (until 2026 at the earliest). (Sprenger, 2020).

Limited third party PESCO participation will be subject to Commission governance in order

to allow European “effective control” over projects, including reviews of corporate strategy,

corporate governance, shareholder rights, financial ties, and commercial cooperation with other

countries (EP, 2018). This governance of third parties is a robust regulatory authority over EU

defense markets, in this case, it provides an external market boundary. The EU is both a negative

integration RSS, when it breaks down national and market boundaries, and a positive integration

RSS, when it builds new policy, oversight, and monitoring of  boundaries around markets.

Rule-Taking in the EU Defense Sector

A test of the EU’s regulatory power as a rule-maker in defense is whether it has an effect on

rule-takers. The EU as an RSS should have observable effects on the behavior and preferences of

firms within EU markets, otherwise it is just powerlessly regulating into a void. Heuristics from the

US case indicate that there is a link between robust market regulation and firm risk perceptions,

empirically evident in firm IR&D investments (Demirel and Kesidou, 2019). Robust EU regulatory

authority should signal some assurance of EU defense market governance stability over time to

firms, particularly on future profits. A comparable regulatory industry to defense is pharmaceuticals,

and European pharmaceutical firms (such as Pfizer) responded to EU regulatory measures such as
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the Innovative Medicines Initiative with an IR&D increase (Jaruzelski et al, 2015, p. 13). Even in the

absence of a common (PSS) EU defense procurement market, both positive and negative regulation

should increase firm expectations of recovering early investments in later acquisition sales, via

national defense, internal security, or foreign export markets. The EU’s market-making and

protecting-mechanisms serve to assure EU defense firms of their future competitiveness. The

regulatory market power of the EU allows firms to assume greater short term risk (i.e. self-fund

their own R&D) because of signaling of the EU as a regulatory force that allows them to manage

their risk assessments about the future. The shadow of EU regulatory authority changes firm

expectations and risk assessment, even if the levers of authority are merely ideational or regulatory,

without a transactional guarantee of  material profit.

What firms get out of the EU is not material defense budgets, but market management, even

managed protectionism, with effects that can be traced in defense industry risk and firm behavior.

Under these conditions, they are more willing to self-fund defense research and development for

their home countries. With negative integration, firms get access to civilian security markets on a

European scale. With positive integration functions, firms enjoy a governed European defense

market that regulates and protects the EU defense industry from direct competition with more

competitive foreign firms. Firms are not guaranteed procurement outcomes, but they are more

assured of their competitiveness within Europe than globally (Calcara and Simon, 2021). While large

firms are supposed to prefer trade openness to protectionism, firms in oligopolistic markets are

more likely to prefer home market protectionism, because it is likely to increase profit margins, while

still seeking market access abroad (Bombardini & Trebbi, 2012). The next three subsections 1) tie

EU regulatory efforts to firm behavior based on an observable shift towards firm IR&D, 2) identify
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statements from defense firms and industry associations linking EU regulation to reduced market

risk, and 3) explore firm responses to EU regulation within the case of  a specific weapons program.

IR&D behavior of  European Defense Firms

Defense technology--whether produced by the state or private actors-- is the societal

“transformation of ideas and knowledge into new or improved products, processes and services for

military and dual-use applications” (Cheung, 2021). Defense research is typically considered a ‘public

good,’ associated with higher government than private funding (Goolsbee, 1998). The mid-20th

century was the point of greatest state involvement in the public good of both civilian and defense

research. Advanced industrial states designed weapons technology in government labs, then involved

private (or public-private) firms to manufacture weapons. Arms contractors manufactured weapons

for states, but historically did not fund or develop weapons technology on their own. First in the US,

then in Europe, contractors have shifted towards developing in-house technology, funded out of

their own profits, not from government funds (Neuman, 2010). The practice began in the US after

World War II, when postwar fiscal pressures prompted the US military to propose US weapons

manufacturers invest their own funds into arms prototypes, and accelerated in the 1990s. US firm

IR&D even surpassed government defense research spending during the 1990s spending cuts. The

same public-private shift also happened in Europe, only later.

In order to evaluate whether European firms have responded to EU defense rule-making, I

collected seventeen years (2002-2018) of annual reported defense firm IR&D investments and

European state defense R&D data from the EDA Dashboard, then validated the figures with
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intermittent (PWC 2004, 2007, 2012, 2018, 2020) proprietary defense industry reports from

PriceWaterhouseCoopers. While the data is incomplete, it suggests a relationship between EU1

defense regulation and the onset and rise of European defense industrial IR&D. This link is

tentative, but further qualitative evidence suggests a firm-level link. IR&D data describe that, before

2003, European defense firms spent little to no firm profits on IR&D, but began self-funding

defense technologies between 2004-2007. Between 2007-2012 alone, firm IR&D investments rose

more than 30%. This occurred during the most significant downturns in European member state

defense spending since the end of the Cold War, when national defense budgets declined in

response to the financial and sovereign debt crisis. Indeed, firm IR&D spending increases were

occurring during a nadir not just of European defense spending overall, but also of negative real

growth in member state procurement budgets and a 50% decline in member state R&D spending

between 2006-2012 (Balis and Heidenkamp 2014, p. 5).

The rise in European defense firm IR&D after 2004 is also comparatively notable. By 2012,

European firm self-funding surpassed and doubled US defense firm investments (Velocci, 2014).

European firms also spent more in 2012 than their own governments on defense R&D budgets

(Jaruzelski et al, 2012), by a proportion of 2 to 1 (ASD, 2014). By 2020, European firms spent at

least fivefold more of their profit on IR&D than US firms, often canceling out profit margins

entirely (PWC, 2020). While this observed shift is not sufficient to conclude that IR&D is linked to

EU defense regulation, firms and industry associations have themselves linked the EU regulation

1 In order to create a data set of IR&D firm spending, I calculated the internal R&D investments of the top ten European defense firms for the years 2002-2018 from the European Union

Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard (https://iri.jrc.ec.europa.eu/scoreboard/). I did not calculate all firms, so it is an undercount of total industry IR&D investment, but I identified the top ten

European defense firms by revenue, present each year in the data, in order to identify the annual investment trends over time. Sampled firms include BAE Systems, Rolls Royce, Safran,

Finmeccanica/Leonardo, EADS, Thales, Dassault, Saab, Meggitt, and MTU Aero Engines. I chose the top ten in order to mirror an ongoing comparative study of comparative defense markets.. A

calculation of firm-level efforts is necessary because existing R&D spending reporting conflates public and private spending, such as that provided by the European Defence Agency Defence

Data Portal (https://eda.europa.eu/publications-and-data/defence-data). Identifying firm data and then aggregating it on an annual basis isolates and identifies industry patterns, rather than

total state and society R&D spending.
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and firm risk in their strategy and rhetoric. European firms identify their willingness to invest in

IR&D to the creation of a European-level defense regulator that could harmonize defense

regulations and monitor the boundaries of  a European market.

EU defense firm preferences for EU regulatory governance

Firm preferences have responded to EU defense regulatory authority: indeed, they lobbied

for it before it even existed. The seeds of the efforts began in 1988 when European defense firms

lost access to US procurement markets (Sparaco, 1994). Firms did not see sustained survival selling

primarily to much smaller European home markets (Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1988).

These concerns only deepened with the global defense downturn at the end of the Cold War, when

the US state—even while it was reducing its demand for weapons—actively regulated its defense

industrial base through multiple mechanisms: incentivizing supply-side mergers, removing barriers

between military and civilian technology markets, maintaining protectionist barriers to government

prime contracting, and restricting technology transfers via International Traffic in Arms Regulation

(ITAR) (Schilde, 2017).

In response to US defense market regulation, European firm preferences have evolved to

want a larger European market with EU regulations. According to EADS CEO Tom Enders: “I am

not arguing for a budget increase; and certainly not at a time when most countries in Europe are

having to cut back their public spending significantly. The task at hand is much more to do with

reprioritising the allocation of scarce budgets [with EU regulation]” (Guardian, 2012).

European-level industry groups have supported EU regulation to insulate firms from global
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competition, incentivize technology transfer and dual-use (Guay, 2005), break up national

monopolies, and break down boundaries between security and defense markets (Taylor & Schmidt,

1997). Firms realized that they could benefit from EU negative integration via access to civilian

markets by eliminating the “fragmented and uncoordinated” “incomplete internal market” between

civil- and defense-related applications, allowing traditional defense firms to operate within both

markets, with larger economies of scale and spillover technology (EC, 2002). EU regulation could

also eliminate “incompatible national requirements,” and “secure a level playing field” (Ibid, p. 72).

Industry preferences for European defense regulation also favor a ‘positive’ single set of EU

rules and an external boundary. The first EDA Director agreed that, “[just like US firms, EU firms]

need [regulation] on a Continental scale to be profitable” (Witney, 2008). Firms have lobbied for “a

coordinated research strategy, [...] tax incentives, [...] a coherent EU security and defence [regulatory]

structure” (EC, 2002), personnel reforms such as engineer mobility and technology transfer rules

(EUISS, 2007, p. 22), and a centralized research support agency such as US’ DARPA (Barrie and

Taverna, 2002). Firm preferences also included the EU regulating a “preference europeenne” in the

armaments acquisitions of national member states, with a European arms market more closed off

from international competition, particularly from US firms. Serge Dassault linked this to strategic

autonomy, arguing that: “a Europe dependent on arms imports from America, would be a Europe

dependent on America’s foreign policy” (The Economist, 1995).

Firms have tied their preferences for EU regulation to their willingness to take on enterprise

risk. EU regulatory authority “insulate[s] [firms] from risk and uncertainty” (EUISS, 2007, p.22),

because it makes national defense procurement markets more regulated and predictable, and

stimulates national demand for long-term defense contracts. Even when member state defense
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spending increases, firms still wanted a regulator to “signa[l] and addres[s] the risks involved in

forecasting and directing long-term investment strategies (Schilde, 2017, p. 241). In response, firms

would engage in higher investment, due to having a single source of information and ability to hedge

risks accordingly (EC, 2002) over planning future research and development, and a reduced reliance

on commercial business cycles (Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1988). As the BAE CEO stated in a

earnings call to investors: regulation hubs like the US DARPA or the EU allow us to “invest more in

self-funded R&D, [and] operate with negative working capital,” because then “our [future] contracts

tend to be positively funded [with] operating leverage and better asset utilization in the future to

further enhance our return on invested capital.” (BAE 2021, p. 20)

THE EU RSS and the Eurodrone

The Eurodrone is “the beginning of European defense[:] member states have finally decided to rely

on European industry [...] an important step towards independence,” to “wean Europe off its

reliance on US and Israeli UAVs” (Kingdon, 2021) because “sovereignty has a cost, not at any price,

but we accept this” (AFP, 2020).”

The Eurodrone program helps illustrate the mechanisms of the interactions between EU

regulation and defense firms. While the EU initiated the program with modest EU-level funds

(acting as a PSS), the project has developed via EU regulation that incentivizes private sector action

by reducing firm investment risk over long procurement times. The Eurodrone is a medium-altitude,

long-endurance (MALE) remotely piloted aircraft system (RPAS) developed by Airbus, Dassault

Aviation and Leonardo for use by France, Germany, Italy and Spain (OCCAR, 2021). It is a PESCO
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and EDF project managed by OCCAR (Organisation for Joint Armament Co-operation) “based on

nearly 100% European technologies” (Flaherty 2021), in order to bypass US arms export rules (AFP,

2020). With a total cost of €7.1 billion, each drone is €40m cheaper than the US Reaper. The

Eurodrone is partially a EU PSS outcome, because the EDF provided €100 million in initial direct

funding. However, the Eurodrone is also a product of EU RSS authority, including common

industry requirements, regulation of civilian airspace, Galileo satellite technology, and the

organizational expertise of the EDA. Airbus officials identified a previous lack of industry

cooperation due to “no common requirement,” which led “many countries [to instead use] the

Predator” (Kington, 2018). The Eurodrone is also intended to be used for civilian as well as military

functions, and therefore is integrated into EU civilian air traffic standards. Civilian integration helps

firm expectations of additional sources of future profit. It will also be built on the EU Galileo

navigation system, to “wean Europe off its dependence on the U.S. GPS system” (Kington, 2018).

Finally, it will be tested by the EDA’s “networked procedural trainers'' such as hardware simulators

for interoperability and training, in partnership with the European Air Group (EAG) and the EU

Military Staff  (EUMS) (Airforce Technology, 2020).

Firms have responded to the Eurodrone with “revolutionized R&D activities” and

“accelerated innovation” because it “signals broad opportunities [that] increase [firm] confidence”

(SESAR, 2016). During the 2018 Eurodrone announcement, Airbus executives touted it as the “first

milestone of what Europe can achieve in a high-technology sector [... that will] guarante[e] Europe’s

sovereignty in the future [that] eases the countries’ constrained budgetary situation through clever

pooling of research and development funds” (Airbus, 2018, p 1). Prior to 2018, it did not reference

EU strategic autonomy in its corporate documents. After 2019, corporate documents claim the
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ability to “shape and deliver European power ambitions by providing military platforms, space

assets, associated services, as well as missiles and launchers through its participation” (Airbus 2019,

p. 127).

Airbus has linked EU governance to it being “prepared to take modest or low event risks to

provide sufficient predictability on profitability and cash flow given the necessity to stay competitive,

invest in R&D and manage the diversified portfolio of business in a world of uncertain market and

economic conditions” (Airbus, 2019, p. 53). EU-level Eurodrone involvement also allowed for “a

reduction of risk exposures” which would allow the firm to “ramp up our R&D next year (in 2022)”

(Seeking Alpha, 2021) in “flight physics methods and tools, energy and thermal management

developments [and] cloud-based networking (Airbus, 2021 p. 93). Airbus identified EU RSS efforts

as “provid[ing] new sales opportunities through European Union members’ collaborative

procurement mechanisms” (Airbus, 2020, p. 45) as well as “services verticals [...] prospects as the

market evolves [with opportunities in] Europe, the US and Asia Pacific [...] among Armed Forces

and other Homeland Security agencies alike” (Ibid, p. 48). Airbus also touted European

protectionism via negative regulation when officials stressed to shareholders that the Eurodrone

would be the only UAV certified by the EU to fly in unsegregated (civil and military) European

airspace (Airbus, 2020).

Conclusion

Defense governance is a spectrum of traditional material and regulatory authority. Defense

capacity arises from both regulation and traditional material capacity. Traditional states such as the
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US also govern their markets through regulatory authority, and market powers such as the EU have a

small amount of traditional material authority. However, key developments in EU defense market

governance are driven by its increasing regulatory power. The power of the regulatory state is real,

but in Europe that power is coming from the EU, not member states, due to its size and regulatory

mechanisms.

European states are trying to develop strategic autonomy. The goals of their defense

industries have been profit and survival. When defense firms invest in technology, they do so

because they expect to eventually regain their profit with their primary state customer. European

firms have increased their IR&D since the creation of an EU RSS, and they have themselves linked

this activity to a decreased risk perception from increasing future sales to European member states,

brokered and enabled by EU regulatory activity. What firms get out of the EU is not material

defense budgets, but market management and managed protectionism, with effects that can be

traced in defense industry risk and firm behavior. By investing in technology for European strategic

autonomy, firms have risked their revenue in the short term with the perceived assurance of long

term gains, because the regulatory power of the EU has enabled and governed a market that could

be big enough for sustained profits, but regulated enough to be protected from outside competition.
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